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YOSTERIS3

SOUND APPEARANCE,
FOR ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE.
Values that shape. Values that drive. YOSTERIS3 stands for reliability, quality and timelessness. But 

YOSTERIS3 also stands for perfect seating quality, functional efficiency and top seating performance. 

All this makes YOSTERIS3 an ideal solution for people who are looking for a chair that does not 

dominate the room, but just fits, with effortless composure, into classical working environments. It is 

the perfect chair for everyone who wants to sit pleasant and healthy. YOSTERIS3 has an unobtrusive 

presence and emanates calm and security. YOSTERIS3 is also a high-performing chair that has the 

functional and ergonomic strength which allows people to work comfortably.
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SEATING
WITHOUT COMPROMISE.

YOSTERIS3 puts an end to difficult decisions. YOSTERIS3 does not compromise at all, in terms 

of the clear and simple design, the easy-to-use functions, the reliability, or the ergonomics and 

comfort. YOSTERIS3 is inviting and comfortable. The YOSTERIS3 office swivel chair is perfectly 

ergonomically equipped. Its soft upholstery and generous feeling of spaciousness make it won-

derfully comfortable. YOSTERIS3 has many features that make working more pleasant. It adjusts 

perfectly to the body in every aspect and its high-performance synchronous mechanism and 

high quality finish, together with the integrated headrest, provide an especially comfortable ex-

perience. YOSTERIS3 represents uncompromising seating performance, which ensures the best 

possible efficiency at work.
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Something that has character can afford to be unobtrusive. YOSTERIS3 is 

high-quality, elegant and clear-cut. This chair has a timeless modernity, with 

classical proportions and a design which is reduced to its most simple form. 

YOSTERIS3 emanates harmony. Every detail is perfectly coordinated. YOSTERIS3 is 

self-explanatory. Its functions are easy to understand and read. Its clear lines, not 

least its stylish back brace, give YOSTERIS3 a very distinctive appearance. In this 

way, YOSTERIS3 combines restraint with an expressive individuality.

TIMELESS,
MODERN AND BEAUTIFUL.
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PERFECT FOR
EVERY

USE.

The YOSTERIS3 can be used everywhere in the 

office. Only when you use a chair, you find out 

how good it is. YOSTERIS3 reveals its strengths 

in particular when a seating concept is required 

that looks equally good, regardless of the way it’s 

used  – whether cantilever, four-leg visitor chair, 

office swivel chair or office swivel armchair with 

integrated headrest. Each type of YOSTERIS3 is in-

dividual and well thought through and yet part of a 

total high-performance concept.
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For training sessions, meetings or discussions, 

YOSTERIS3 visitor chairs convey calm and el-

egance – the ideal office visitor chairs and the ideal 

equipment for conference rooms. In both the can ti-

lever and four-leg version, YOSTERIS3 is steady and 

comfortable, and at the same time easy to move 

around and to stack (4 chairs).

YOSTERIS3 is available as an office swivel chair or office swivel 

armchair with integrated headrest. With its high-quality ma-

terials, robust surfaces and very high level of craftsmanship, 

YOSTERIS3 is a safe solution – both at the moment of decision, 

and in the future. YOSTERIS3 gives you that feeling of reassur-

ance that you’re doing everything right.
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SIMPLE,
GOOD!

It’s often the unpretentious things that give you prolonged pleasure. 

What is it that makes an object capable of yielding a high degree of 

satisfaction for years to come: an object that is both unobtrusive and 

yet highly efficient? It’s the concentration on the essential. This applies 

especially to YOSTERIS3. It sets the standard for good seating. It’s the 

faithful companion at your side, day by day. It doesn’t use any unneces-

sary gimmicks, but concentrates on the job in hand: to support people 

while they work.
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TOP
PERFORMANCE

FOR A GOOD SITTING
EXPERIENCE.

Performance is a question of technology: This doesn’t just apply to 

sport, it also applies to chairs. The technology in YOSTERIS3 is refined 

down to the last detail, designed to create a seating experience that is 

efficient, comfortable and healthy.

Best support from head to toe: 

YOSTERIS3 is also available as an office swivel armchair with integrated 

headrest. So you will be totally relaxed, when for instance you are leaning 

back and talking on the phone.
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Targeted support: YOSTERIS3 has an optional lum-

bar support: its depth can be regulated steplessly 

by means of a handwheel. The height of the lum-

bar support can also be adjusted by changing the 

height of the backrest.

Perfect support for the back: YOSTERIS3 adjusts 

perfectly to the shape of the user’s back. By indi-

vidually adjusting the counterpressure of the back-

rest, both light and heavy users will be perfectly 

supported. A snap lock mechanism allows the 

height of the backrest to be quickly and easily ad-

justed – even while seated.

Weightless working: The sophisticated synchro-

nous mechanism gives you a feeling of weightless-

ness when you sit on a YOSTERIS3. Both chair and 

seat follow the movements of the body, and the 

large opening angle lets you lean back with ease.

Support for arms and shoulders: The optional 2D 

or 4D armrests are adjustable in terms of height, 

width and rotation, ensuring that the arms, shoul-

ders and neck are comfortable and well supported.

Ergonomically correct sitting: The seat depth is 

adjusted by sliding the seat, and this ensures that 

the seat area is perfectly adjusted to the size of the 

body. The seat inclination adjustment adapts the 

seating angle to the working position. Both features 

make a significant contribution to the comfort of sit-

ting and supporting the body.

Use ergonomic functions properly: Even the best 

ergonomic functions are no use at all if you do not 

understand how to use them. YOSTERIS3 has an 

innovative, simple and self-explanatory system of 

levers. This ensures that the ergonomic functions 

result in a healthy way of sitting.
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Height of backrest in mm 1185 1335 830 830

Back of backrest covered with black plastic     

Base polyamide black - -

Base aluminium black / brilliant silver / polished  /  /  /  / - -

Tubular steel frame black / brilliant silver / chrome - -  /  /  /  / 

Synchronous mechanism, lockable - -

Weight adjustment, infinitely variable - -

Backrest height adjustment - -

Seat depth adjustment - -

Adjustable seat inclination - -

Depth adjustable lumbar support - -

2D T-armrests, height and width adjustable, soft 
surface

- -

4D T-armrests, height, depth and width adjustable,  
rotational, soft surface

- -

Armpad, plastic black - -

Double castors hard / soft  /  / - -

Glides hard / soft  /  / - -

Plastic glides for soft flooring - - -

Felt glides for hard flooring - -

Tested safety Ergonomics approved
(Swivel chairs)

Quality  
Office

warranty 
(10 year)

• Standard       Option    - Not available

365Y
Swivel armchair

152Y
Office swivel chair

450Y
Visitor chair four  
legs with plastic 
armrests
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YOSTERIS3

PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Height of backrest in mm 1185 1335 830 830

Back of backrest covered with black plastic     

Base polyamide black - -

Base aluminium black / brilliant silver / polished  /  /  /  / - -

Tubular steel frame black / brilliant silver / chrome - -  /  /  /  / 

Synchronous mechanism, lockable - -

Weight adjustment, infinitely variable - -

Backrest height adjustment - -

Seat depth adjustment - -

Adjustable seat inclination - -

Depth adjustable lumbar support - -

2D T-armrests, height and width adjustable, soft 
surface

- -

4D T-armrests, height, depth and width adjustable,  
rotational, soft surface

- -

Armpad, plastic black - -

Double castors hard / soft  /  / - -

Glides hard / soft  /  / - -

Plastic glides for soft flooring - - -

Felt glides for hard flooring - -

Quality produced
for the environment

Tested for
contaminants

Bifma e3  
level Platin

The Blue Angel

550Y
Visitor chair  
cantilever with  
plastic armrests

Sven von Boetticher was born in 1974 and studied Industrial Design at 

the State Academy of Art and Design in Stuttgart. In 2011 he founded 

his own design studio, called ID AID. Since then he has been designing 

furniture, objects and lighting for well-known manufacturers, working 

with his design team not just on product design, but also in the field 

of architecture and interior design. He constantly strives to make con-

nections between passion and quality, and also between innovation and 

sustainability.

YOSTERIS3 is designed with a clarity of shape and 

structures, that are easy to read. The classical pro-

portions combined with the robust surfaces result 

in seating with a distinctive personality. On this 

project, all members of the design team ensured 

that the chair would fulfill its destiny to be an office 

chair with excellent functional efficiency, and that it 

would blend harmoniously and unobtrusively into 

every architectonic environment.

Combinations of material and finish for backrest connection / base

Base aluminium
 polished

Base aluminium 
brilliant silver

Base aluminium 
black coated

Base polyamide 
black

Backrest connection 
aluminium polished

Backrest connection 
aluminium 

brilliant silver

Backrest connection 
aluminium 

brilliant silver

Backrest connection 
aluminium 

brilliant silver

952Y
2D T-armrests, 
height and width 
adjustable, 
soft surface

954Y
4D T-armrests, 
height, depth and 
width adjustable,  
rotational, soft surface
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Interstuhl
Büromöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Brühlstraße 21
72469 Meßstetten-Tieringen, Germany
Phone +49 7436 871 0
Fax +49 7436 871 110
info@interstuhl.de
interstuhl.com

Interstuhl in France
Phone +49 7436 871 123
Fax +49 7436 871 88 123
france@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.fr

Interstuhl Limited
17 Brewhouse Yard
London
EC1V 4LA, Great Britain
Phone +44 20 7250 1850
Fax +44 20 7250 1890
assist@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com

Interstuhl Spain S.L.U.
c/José del Hierro, 67
28027 Madrid, Spain
Phone +34 91 406 18 41
Fax +34 91 407 31 27
info@interstuhl.es
interstuhl.es

Interstuhl in Austria
Absberggasse 27
1100 Wien, Austria
Phone +43 1 61 64 113
Fax +43 1 61 64 020
oesterreich@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.at

Interstuhl in the
Netherlands and Belgium
Velto B.V.
Energieweg 21
2382 NB Zoeterwoude,
The Netherlands
Phone +31 71 58 12 400
Fax +31 71 58 12 404
info@interstuhl.nl
interstuhl.nl

Interstuhl Scandinavia
Kongevejen 400D
2840 Holte, Denmark
Phone +45 32 52 97 40
Fax +45 32 52 97 42
scandinavia@interstuhl.com
interstuhl.com

Please find our  
international partners on
interstuhl.com

Want to find out more about YOSTERIS3 and  
Interstuhl? Just scan this QR code, or visit our  
website at www.interstuhl.com

Technical details subject to change. Typographical discrepancies possible. 05/17 TN: 1WYT _ PRO _ IAEN
The paper used in the manufacture of this brochure was made from wood from responsibly managed, sustainable forests.


